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Subjects were assigned to use either three or six categories and were given either 5 or 10 trials in a
word-sorting task. Subsequent to sorting, they recalled as many words as they could. A measure of
sorting consistency showed that the six-category sort was a more difficult task than was the
three-category sort. Number of categories did not have a significant effect on recall performance
regardless of whether 5 or 10sorting trials were used. A correlational analysis raised questions about the
relationship of the sorting tasks to recall performance and clustering.

Mandler (1967) reported a number of experiments
from a task in which he observed a linear relationship
between the number of categories subjects use in word
sorting and the number of words they recall. Generally,
in this task the subjects sort words into categories;
they are usually allowed to choose the number of cate
gories into which they sort, with the restriction that
they use no fewer than two and no more than seven
categories. The sorting process is continued until stable
categorization is reached, and then the subjects are
asked to recall as many words as they can. Mandler
(1967) has found that the relationship between number
of categories and recall is typically characterized by a
slope value of 5 ± 2, which indicates that subjects
recall an additional 5 ± 2 words per category used.

There are two possible artifacts in the Mandler
(1967) paradigm. First, allowing subjects to choose
the number of categories may result in an artifact of
self-selection. Second, as sorting is self-paced and con
tinued to a criterion, the number of sorting trials and the
time per sorting trial are not experimentally controlled.
Schwartz and Humphreys (1972) found limited evidence
for the first of these two artifacts. They first gave
subjects five sorting trials in which the words were
presented at a fixed rate. Subjects were allowed to sort
into any number of categories between two and seven
and were then asked to recall the words. Then, the
subjects were given four sorting trials, again at a fixed
rate, on a second list. Here, they were randomly assigned
to groups which were required to sort into either three
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or six categories. On the basis of their List I sorts,
subjects were classified as high categorizers (they had
sorted into five or more categories) or as low cate
gorizers (they had sorted into four or fewer categories).
In two experiments high categorizers recalled more on
List 2, where choice of category was randomly assigned,
than did low categorizers, though this difference was
not significant. However, when Melkman (1975) re
peated this experiment using a self-paced sorting task
and removing the restriction that the List I sort be
between two and seven categories, there was clear evi
dence for subject selection. The more categories the
subjects elected to use on List I, the better was their
recall performance on List 2.

Mandler (1967) examined the second artifact by
computing correlations between amount recalled and
both number of trials and time taken to reach a criterion
of sorting consistency. Since these correlations were
essentially zero, Mandler concluded that number of
trials and total time were not responsible for the
category-recall functions. The problem with this con
clusion is that there are two components to the cor
relations Mandler calculated: (I) the correlation be
tween recall and trials (time) for those subjects at each
level of the number of categories variable, and (2) the
correlation between mean recall and mean trials (time)
across the levels of the number of categories variable.
It seems possible that, within each level of the number
of categories variable, the correlation might be negative,
as those subjects who find the task easier or who try
harder may learn to categorize quicker and recall more.
However, if sorting into a large number of categories
is a more difficult task than sorting into a small number
of categories, the subjects who choose to sort into a
large number of categories might take more time and
learn more because of this extra time, producing a posi-
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Table I
Example Matrix for Determination of Consistency Measure

Trial 5: Category

Trial 4 2 3 Total

Category 1 21 0 0 21
Category 2 0 15 9 24
Category 3 0 0 7 7

Total 21 15 16 52

tive correlation across categories. When these two
correlations differ in sign, the total correlation is inde
terminate, and Mandler's (1967) finding of near zero
correlations is not interpretable.

The primary purpose of this study was to see if it
is more difficult to sort into six categories than into
three. To determine sorting difficulty, a measure of
sorting consistency (how similar were the sorts of a
given subject from one trial to the next) was devised.
A second purpose was to see if the relatively low level
of consistency in the Schwartz and Humphreys (1972)
experiments was responsible for their failure to find
a significant category-recall function when time per
trial, number of trials, and category assignment were
controlled. Number of sorting trials (5 vs. 10) was used
to manipulate the terminal level of consistency achieved
by the subjects. The final purpose was to examine the
relationship between the three variables of amount
recalled, sorting consistency, and amount of clustering
(the extent to which the order of recall conforms to
the categories the subjects used on the sorting task).

SORTING-CONSISTENCY MEASURE

For a measure of sorting consistency, Mandler (1967)
used the percentage of items sorted into the same cate
gory on successive trials. This measure, however, has
two difficulties. First, especially on early trials when the
subject has used many categories, it is sometimes dif
ficult for the experimenter to determine which cate
gory on trial n is which category on trial n + 1. Second,
the percentage of items sorted identically does not take
into account the probability that, by chance, the subject
will sort an item into the same category on successive
trials. This probabiltiy should vary as a function of the
number of categories used and the lengths of the cate
gories used.

The basic unit for the present measure involves pairs
of items. Four observed and expected numbers of pairs
of items should be obtained: (1) the number of specific
pairs of items contained both in the cluster structure on
trial n and in the cluster structure on trial n + 1; (2) the
number of specific pairs of items contained in the cluster
structure on trial n but not contained in the cluster
structure on trial n + 1; (3) the number of specific pairs
of items contained in the cluster structure on trial n + 1

but not contained in the cluster structure on trial n;
and (4) the number of specific pairs of items contained
neither in the cluster structure on trial n nor in the
cluster structure on trial n + 1. Once the observed and
expected values have been determined, a statistic similar
to chi-square with 1 df may be obtained. The pairs
entering into the calculations are not independent,
so the statistic is not distributed exactly as chi-square
with 1 df.

To illustrate the determination of the observed and
expected values, a matrix derived from typical sorting
protocols is contained in Table 1. The matrix was
derived from Trials 4 and 5 of the sorts of a subject
assigned to use three categories in the present experi
ment. The row totals represent the number of words
in each of his three categories on Trial 4, and the
column totals represent the number of words in each of
his three categories on Trial 5. Denote the row totals
as Ai and the column totals as Aj. Both EAi and EAj
should equal the number of items sorted, which in the
example is 52. The total number of pairs contained in
the Trial 4 cluster structure is e(1i), and the total num
ber of pairs contained in the Trial 5 cluster structure is
e(1j). In the example there are 507 pairs of items con
tained in the Trial4 cluster structure and 435 pairs
of items contained in the TrialS cluster structure.

The cells, denoted Aij, represent the number of items
contained in category i on Trial 4 and category j on
Trial 5. The observed number of pairs of items common
to the two cluster structures is E(1ij) , which in the
example is 372.

Determination of the expected number of pairs
common to the two cluster structures involves the total
number of possible pairs (It). In the example there are
1,326 possible pairs. The expected number of pairs
common to the two cluster structures is [E(1i)e(1m /(~),

which in the example is 166.32. Constraints imposed
by the total number of pairs contained in the Trial 4
cluster structure, the total number of pairs contained
in the TrialS cluster structure, and the total number
of possible pairs determine the observed and expected
values for the number of pairs unique to the Trial 4
cluster structure, the number of pairs unique to the
Trial 5 cluster structure, and the number of pairs con
tained in neither cluster structure. The four observed
and expected numbers of pairs necessary for calculation
of the consistency statistic for the example matrix are
contained in Table 2.

In the example the consistency statistic is 612.85.
For magnitude of consistency, the phi coefficient
(e.g., Friedman, 1968) may be used. Here, the phi
coefficient is the square root of the result obtained by
dividing the consistency statistic by the total number
of possible pairs. The phi coefficient has a maximum
value of 1.00, which is obtained when the two sorts
are identical, and a minimum value of .00, which is



Table 2
Observed and Expected Values for Determination of Chi-Square

Statistic for the Example Matrix

Values

Pair Type Observed Expected

Trials 4 and 5 372.00 166.32
Trial 4 Only 135.00 340.68
Trial 5 Only 63.00 268.68
Neither Trial 756.00 550.32

obtained when there is no deviation of observed from
expected values. The phi coefficient in the example is
.68.

METHOD

Design
A 2 by 2 factorial design, with both factors varying between

groups of subjects, was used. The first factor was the number of
categories, either three or six, the subject was assigned to use in
sorting. The second factor was the number of sorting trials,
either 5 or 10, the subject was given before being asked to
recall. The four resulting groups were labeled 3C-5T, 6C-5T,
3C-I0T, and 6C-I0T, with the first integer indicating the number
of categories and the second integer indicating the number
of trials.

Materials
The stimuli were 52 nouns randomly chosen from the Paivio,

Yuille, and Madigan (1968) norms. Five randomizations of the
nouns were tape-recorded for presentation. The intervals be
tween words of a given randomization were 4 sec, and the
intervals between randomizations were 10 sec. The same list
and randomizations had been used in a previous study in which
a significant correlation between number of categories and
amount recalled was found when subjects were allowed to
choose their numbers of categories (Schwartz & Humphreys,
1972,Experiment3~

Answer booklets contained either 5 or 10 sorting pages,
with lines for either three or six columns per page. The number
of pages and the number of columns per page corresponded to
the number of trials and the number of categories, respectively.
The final page of each answer booklet contained 52 lines for
recall.

Subjects
The subjects were 64 volunteers from introductory psy

chology classes at the University of British Columbia. The
subjects were tested in four group sessions, and all of the sub
jects in a session received the same number of trials. The assign
ment of subjects to the number of categories variable was
random within each session. There were 16 subjects in each of
the four groups.
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trial. They were allowed 3 min for recall. For subjects in the
10-trial groups, the five randomizations were repeated for the
second five sorting trials.

RESULTS

The data of four subjects were eliminated from the
analyses because the subjects did not follow instructions.
Three of these subjects, all in Group 3C-1OT,did not use
content sorts; the fourth subject, in Group 6C-10T,
did not use the number of categories to which he had
been assigned. In addition, an a priori decision had been
made to eliminate the data of subjects who were not
attempting to sort consistently. An arbitrary standard
for this decision was to eliminate data of subjects for
which the consistency statistic for Trials 4 and 5 was
less than 6.63. This would correspond to a p value of .01
if the consistency statistic was distributed as chi-square
with 1 df. The lowest value for the consistency statistic
was 13.00, so no data were eliminated for subjects'
failure to attempt to sort consistently. The revised
numbers of subjects in the four groups are contained
in Table 3.

Recall, clustering, and consistency scores were
determined for each subject. The mean recall scores
for the four groups are contained in Table 3. The cluster
ing scores reflect the amount of conformity of the
subjects' recall protocols to the category structure used
on the last sorting trial, and they are expressed in terms
of z scores (see Frankel & Cole, 1971). Mean z scores
for the four groups are also contained in Table 3. The
consistency scores, expressed in terms of the phi co
efficients relating Trial 4 and Trial 5 category structures
were determined for all subjects, and phi coefficients
relating Trial 9 and Trial 10 category structures were
determined for the subjects in Group 3C-lOT and
Group 6C·I0T. The means of phi coefficients are con
tained in Table 3.

In addition to recall, clustering, and consistency
scores, Table 3 includes means for the four groups of
the numbers of items which did not appear in the
subjects' sorting protocols on Trials 4 and 5. The means
for Groups 3C-I0T and 6C·10T of the numbers of items
which did not appear in the subjects' sorting protocols
on Trials 9 and 10 are also included in Table 3. In

Table 3
Summary Data

Procedure
The subjects were told that they would be presented 52

nouns, one at a time, and that their task was to put these nouns
into categories. They were given answer booklets and were told
to let each column represent a category. The number of cate
gories they were to use, either three or six, was equivalent to
the number of columns on their answer sheets. The subjects
were told that they should sort according to the content of the
nouns and that on each trial they should try to use the same
organization as on the previous trial. They were informed of
the number of sorting trials they would have and that they
would be asked to recall the words at the end of the last sorting

Measure

Number of SUbjects
Mean Recall
Mean Clustering
Mean Trial 4·5 Consistency
Mean Trial 9-lO Consistency
Mean Items Not Sorted*
Mean Items Not Sorted]

-Trials 4 and 5

Condition

3C-5T 6C-5T 3C-I0T 6C-lOT

16 16 13 15
24.44 27.94 28.08 29.00

2.33 3.77 3.02 4.29
.76 .67 .81 .56

.98 .79
1.06 3.44 US 4.53

.23 2.20

tTrials 9 and 10
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general, the numbers of items not sorted were small;
the largest mean shown in Table 3 of items not sorted
represents only 4.4% of the total number of items pre
sented. However, the six means of items not sorted were
highly correlated with the six means of the consistency
scores (r == .87, p < .05). Because of this high correla
tion, no further analyses of the numbers of items not
sorted were made.

Two analyses were used to examine consistency
scores. The first analysis examined consistency Scores on
Trials 4 and 5. The independent variables were the num
ber of Categories, either three or six, and the number of
Trials, either 5 or 10. The results indicated that subjects
assigned to use three categories had higher consistency
scores than did subjects assigned to use six categories
[F(l ,56) == 9.54, MSe == .04, p < .01]. The difference in
consistency scores on Trials 4 and 5 between subjects
given 5 sorting trials and those given 10 sorting trials
was not significant (F < 1). Also, the interaction of
Number of Categories by Number of Sorting Trials in
Trials 4 and 5 consistency scores was not significant
[F(l,56) == 2.34, P > .10]. .

The second analysis of consistency scores involved
the data from subjects in Groups 3C-I0T and 6C-lOT.
The independent variables were the number of Cate
gories and the Trials, either Trials 4 and 5 or Trials 9
and 10, from which the consistency scores were
measured. As expected from the results of the previous
analysis, the subjects in Group 3C-lOT had significantly
higher consistency 'scores than did the subjects in
Group 6C-l OT, [F(l ,26) == ILl 7, MSe == .06, p < .01] .
The improvement in consistency from Trials 4 and 5
to Trials 9 and 10 was significant [F(l ,26) == 40.29,
MSe == .01, P < .01]. The interaction of Number of
Categories by Trials from which the consistency scores
were measured was not significant (F < 1).

Analysis of variance was used to examine the recall
scores. The independent variables were the number of
Categories, either three or six, and the number of
Trials, either 5 or 10. The results of the analysis indi
cated that subjects assigned to use three categories did
not recall significantly fewer items than did subjects
assigned to use six categories [F(l ,56) == 2.61, MSe ==

32.53, p>.1 0]. Also, subjects given 5 sorting trials
did not recall significantly fewer items than did subjects
given 10 sorting trials [F(l ,56) == 2.46, P > .10]. The

interaction of Number of Sorting Trials by Number of
Categories was not significant (F < 1).

The clustering scores presented in Table 3 indicate
that subjects in all groups were recalling according to
their category structures; in fact, only one of the 60
recall protocols showed less clustering than would be
expected by chance. Statistical analysis indicated that
all groups were clustering at least at the .001 level,
z == 10.08, 15.08, 10.89, and 16.62 for Groups 3C-5T,
6C-5T, 3C~10T, and 6C-lOT, respectively.

Analysis of variance was used for further examination
of the clustering scores. Number of Categories and num
ber of Sorting Trials were the independent variables.
The results of the analysis indicated that subjects as
signed to use six categories had significantly greater
clustering scores than did subjects assigned to use three
categories [F(l ,56) == 14.64, MSe == 3.19, p < .01] . Sub
jects given 10 sorting trials did not have significantly
greater clustering scores than did subjects given 5 sorting
trials [F(l ,56) == 1.97, p>.l 0]. The interaction of
Number of Categories by Number of Sorting Trials
was not significant (F < 1).

All possible combinations of correlations between
amount recalled, clustering scores, and Trials 4 and 5
consistency scores were determined for each of the four
groups. In addition, correlations between amount
recalled, clustering scores, and Trials 9 and 10 con
sistency scores were determined for Groups 3C-lOT
and 6C-lOT. Table 4 contains the 18 resulting Pearson
product-moment correlation coefficients.

The correlations shown in Table 4 present a fairly
systematic pattern. Recall and clustering scores were
significantly correlated only for Group 6C-lOT, and
recall and consistency scores were significantly corre
lated only for Group 6C-l OT. Although none of the
correlations between consistency and clustering was
significant at the accepted level, they were all positive,
and the correlation approached significance for
Group 6C-lOT.

The correlations between consistency scores on
Trials 4 and 5 and on Trials 9 and 10 were positive for
both Group 3C-lOT and Group 6C-lOT, although the
correlation was significant only for Group 6C-lOT.
The failure to find a significant correlation between
the two consistency scores for Group 3C-l OT is
probably due to the lack of variance in Trials 9 and 10

Table 4
Correlations Between Recall, Oustering, and Consistency

Correlation 3C-5T 6C-5T 3C-lOT 6C-I0T

Recall/Clustering .10 -.30 .09 .69**
Recall/Trial 4-5 Consistency .12 -.03 -.30 .67**
Recall/Trial 9-10 Consistency .30 .81**
Clustering/Trial 4-5 Consistency .22 .31 .02 .51*
Clustering/Trial 9-10 Consistency .10 .49*
Trial 4-5 Consistency/Trial 9-10 Consistency .38 .78**

*p < .10 **p < .01



consistency scores for that group; 9 of 13 subjects in
Group 3C-10T had identical sorts on Trials 9 and 10.
This is probably also the explanation for the nonsignifi
cant correlation between Trials 9 and 10 consistency
scores and recall for that group.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Subjects who were instructed to sort into six cate
gories were not as consistent in their sorting as were
subjects who were instructed to sort into three cate
gories. The former task is apparently more difficult,
and it should take subjects longer to reach the same level
of consistency as compared to those in the latter task.
Thus, the correlations between number of trials and
recall should be positive when calculated across the
levels of the number of categories variable. There is also
some indirect evidence which suggests that the correla
tion between number of trials and amount recalled
might be negative when calculated within each level of
the number of categories variable. The correlation
between recall and Trials 9 and 10 consistency scores
was significant for Group 6C-10T. The same correlation
might have been significant for Group 3C-IOT, except
for the restriction on the range. Thus, the more con
sistent subjects, who should reach criterion faster on the
sorting task, appear to be better recallers. It does not
appear to be the case that they are better recallers be
cause they are using their consistent organization to re
call. If this were the case, the correlation between recall
and clustering (there was no restriction on the range for
the clustering measure) should have been higher for
Group 3C-10T.

Apparently, the level of sorting consistency is not the
explanation for Schwartz and Humphreys' (1972)
failure to find a significant relationship between number
of categories and amount recalled when both time per
trial and number of trials were experimentally con
trolled. In the present experiment there was a significant
increase in consistency from Trials 4 and 5 to Trials 9
and 10 (both the within-subject comparison and the
between-subject comparison showed this increase).
However, the magnitude of the category-recall function
(the difference in the amount recalled between those
subjects assigned to use six categories and those assigned
to use three categories) was somewhat smaller after 10
sorting trials than it was after 5 sorting trials.

The failure to find a significant difference in recall
between subjects given 10 sorting trials and those given
5 sorting trials was surprising. This failure may have
resulted from a bias in assigning subjects to 5- and 10·
trial groups (all of the subjects within a session were
given the same number of trials). However, this possi
bility seems unlikely because subjects in 5- and lO-trial
groups were comparable in terms of Trials 4 and 5
consistency scores. Instead, this failure to obtain a
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significant difference may reflect the fact that the
learning curve is negatively accelerated and that it
approaches an asymptote that is substantially less than
100% correct (see Humphreys & Schwartz, 1972, for
a discussion of this issue with respect to the free recall
paradigm).

The sorting task used in this experiment was de
signed by Mandler (l967) to accomplish specific goals.
The task was supposed to allow subjects to impose or
discover their own organization for a set of materials.
Once this organization was imposed or discovered, it
was supposed to be used by the subjects as a basis for
recall. The results of the correlational analysis show that
these objectives were obtained only for Group 6C-1 OT.
The subjects in all four groups were organizing the
words, as all of the subjects were consistent in their
Trials 4 and 5 sorts. There was also a significant level of
clustering in all four groups, but only in Group 6C-lOT
was there a significant correlation between the extent
to which an individual subject clustered and the amount
he recalled. Thus, it was only in Group 6C·10T that
organization made a difference in the sense that those
subjects who were best able to use their organization
were the best recallers. The failure to find significant
recall-clustering correlations in the five-trial groups may
indicate that the process by which organization gets
translated into recall takes time to develop. However,
for 10-trial groups the only explanation appears to be
that the subjects who were assigned to use six categories
were learning or recalling in a different way than were
those subjects who were assigned to use three categories.

When subjects have been randomly assigned to sort
into either three or six categories and when time per
trial and number of trials has been experimentally con
trolled, a small but positive category-recall function
has been consistently found. In this study, after five
sorting trials, subjects who were assigned to use six
categories recalled on the average 3.5 more words than
did subjects who were assigned to use three categories.
After 10 trials this difference was .9 words. Schwartz
and Humphreys (1972) found a difference of 1.7 words
(Experiment 2) and 1.3 words (Experiment 3). This
small but consistent difference in recall, as a function
of whether the subjects were assigned to sort into six
or three categories, need not reflect the organization
per se. That is, the subjects who are assigned to the six
category task are presumably required to make finer
discriminations than are the subjects who are assigned to
the three-category task. The extra effort required, or
perhaps the level of processing required (see Craik &
Lockhart, 1972), may account for the superior per
formance in the six-category group.

In conclusion the category-recall function appears
to have three components: (l) Subjects who choose to
sort into six categories are better recallers than are
subjects who sort into three categories. (2) Sorting
into six categories is a more difficult task than sorting
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into three categories, so subjects take longer to do the
former task and presumably learn more. (3) The small
effect left when subjects are randomly assigned to use
three or six categories may be due to the organization
or it may be due to the effort expended and/or the
fmer discrimination required.
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